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Abstract. Hyperboloid is a multi-directional mass spectrometer measuring ion distribution functions in the
auroral and polar magnetosphere of the Earth in the
thermal and suprathermal energy range. The instrument
encompasses two analyzers containing a total of 26
entrance windows, and viewing in two almost mutually
perpendicular half-planes. The nominal angular resolution is de®ned by the ®eld of view of individual windows
13° ´ 12.5°. Energy analysis is performed using spherical electrostatic analyzers providing dierential measurements between 1 and 80 eV. An ion beam emitter
(RON experiment) and/or a potential bias applied to
Hyperboloid entrance surface are used to counteract
adverse eects of spacecraft potential and thus enable
ion measurements down to very low energies. A magnetic analyzer focuses ions on one of four micro-channel
plate (MCP) detectors, depending on their mass/charge
ratio. Normal modes of operation enable to measure
H+, He+, O++, and O+ simultaneously. An automatic
MCP gain control software is used to adapt the
instrument to the great ¯ux dynamics encountered
between spacecraft perigee (700 km) and apogee
(20 000 km). Distribution functions in the main analyzer half-plane are obtained after a complete scan of
windows and energies with temporal resolution between
one and a few seconds. Three-dimensional (3D) distributions are measured in one spacecraft spin period
(120 s). The secondary analyzer has a much smaller
geometrical factor, but oers partial access to the 3D
dependence of the distributions with a few seconds
temporal resolution. Preliminary results are presented.
Simultaneous, local heating of both H+ and O+ ions
resulting in conical distributions below 80 eV is observed up to 3 Earth's radii altitudes. The thermal ion
signatures associated with large-scale nightside magne-
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tospheric boundaries are investigated and a new ion
out¯ow feature is identi®ed associated to the polar edge
of the auroral oval. Detailed distribution functions of
injected magnetosheath ions and ou¯owing cleft fountain ions are measured down to a few eVs in the dayside.
Key words. Ionosphere (auroral ionosphere; particle
acceleration; ionosphere-magnetosphere interactions)

1 Introduction and scienti®c objectives
Space missions conducted over the last 15 years have led
to the gradual understanding that low-energy (below a
few hundreds of eV) plasmas signi®cantly contribute to
the processes which govern the coupling between the
Earth's ionosphere and magnetosphere. As a matter of
fact, thermal and slightly suprathermal plasma often
represents the dominant contribution to the local
number and/or energy density, and therefore strongly
drives the global dynamics of the ionoshperic and
magnetospheric system, especially in the ideal MHD
context of frozen-in magnetic ®eld lines. Moreover,
thermal plasma supports the propagation of electrostatic and electromagnetic waves, and in some cases
provides the necessary free energy for microscopic
instabilities.
It is now widely admitted that a signi®cant amount of
the magnetospheric plasma is of ionospheric, and not
solar wind, origin. First indirect evidence of ionospheric
particles escaping along magnetic ®eld lines was the
discovery of energetic O+ ions in the magnetosphere
(Shelley et al., 1972). The existence of low-energy H+
and He+ out¯ows was supported in the 1970s by the
Explorer 31 (Homan, 1970), OGO 2 (Taylor and
Walsh, 1972), and ISIS 2 (Homan et al., 1974)
spacecrafts. Direct quantitative measurements of the
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characteristics of these out¯ows were obtained during
the Dynamics Explorer (DE) and Akebono missions.
They revealed a rather complex picture of ion escape
processes, involving various regimes associated with
more or less speci®c geophysical regions. Because these
escape processes are most commonly observed at high
geomagnetic altitudes, they are often referred to as
``polar wind'', without distinction. A review of theoretical, numerical, and experimental studies of polar wind
can be found in Ganguli (1996). In the polar cap,
supersonic H+ and He+ out¯ows are frequently observed (Nagai et al., 1984). Their properties are reminiscent of the ``classical'' polar wind model, in which
®eld-aligned motion is driven by pressure gradients and
by the ambipolar electric ®eld (Banks and Holzer, 1969).
Classical polar wind theory, however, is not able to
explain other ion out¯ows characterized by temperatures much larger than typical ionospheric temperatures,
or by the presence of heavy (mainly O+) ions also
escaping along the ®eld lines (Gurgiolo and Burch, 1982;
Green and Waite, 1985). Such processes are often
observed in auroral regions, and obviously require a
complementary acceleration mechanism. Many theoretical and numerical models have been developed in order
to explain these ``generalized'' polar wind phenomena.
They include various causes of ion upward acceleration,
such as heating by wave-particle interactions or Joule
eect, and hot photoelectrons or magnetospheric electrons inducing enhanced ambipolar electric ®elds. The
horizontal plasma dynamics associated to magnetospheric convection is a further factor acting on ion
out¯ows. First, convection transports the magnetic ®eld
lines across the auroral and polar regions; as a result,
out¯ows along these ®eld lines experience time-dependent boundary conditions which strongly aect their
characteristics (Schunk and Sojka, 1989). At low
altitudes, the relative horizontal drift between ions and
neutrals also produces signi®cant frictional heating
leading to additional upward acceleration (St-Maurice
and Schunk, 1979). Finally, E ´ B convection contributes to O+ acceleration at higher altitudes where ®eld
lines have smaller curvature radii; this eect can be
described as centrifugal acceleration in the convecting
plasma frame of reference (Cladis, 1986). The respective
role of the many physical processes involved in ionospheric out¯ows has still to be determined; this theoretical eort will need to rely on new, higher resolution
thermal plasma measurements.
As already stressed, acceleration due to wave-particle
interactions is thought to constitute a signi®cant ingredient of the generalized polar wind mechanism. Several
dierent kinds of accelerated ion distributions can be
distinguished at energies up to a few hundreds of eVs.
Upward ®eld-aligned beams are frequently observed and
interpreted in terms of acceleration parallel to the
magnetic ®eld line. Quasi-static parallel electric ®elds,
electrostatic shocks generating impulsive parallel electric
®elds in the ULF frequency range (Mozer et al., 1980),
and kinetic AlfveÁn waves with a signi®cant parallel
electric component (Louarn et al., 1994) may well
operate along a large part of magnetic ®eld lines.
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Conical type ion distributions have been investigated in
the frame of various mechanisms involving either
resonant interaction with a variety of waves ± lower
hybrid (Retterer et al., 1994), electrostatic ion cyclotron
(Ungstrup et al., 1979), electromagnetic ion cyclotron
(Rauch et al., 1993; Le QueÂau et al., 1993) ± or nonresonant interactions through stochastic acceleration by
broadband ¯uctuating ®elds below the O+ ion gyrofrequency (Lundin et al., 1990). It must be stressed that
these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive; indeed,
low-energy ion measurements provide key information
in order to disentangle the eects of competing waveparticle interactions (AndreÂ et al., 1994).
The results accumulated over the years have therefore
imposed low-energy plasma measurements as a major
goal of magnetospheric satellite missions, and enlightened the need of dedicated experiments. On board the
Interball Auroral Probe (IAP), this task is devoted to
the Hyperboloid experiment, which is an ion mass
spectrometer aimed at measuring the low-energy threedimensional (3D) distributions of the four ``major'' ions
H+, He+ , O++, and O+. Its 0±80-eV energy range is
suited to studies of processes involving thermal and
slightly suprathermal ions in the Earth's auroral and
polar regions at altitudes of 700 to 20 000 km covered
by Interball AP. By some aspects, Hyperboloid derives
from the Dyction instrument which was previously
¯own on Aureol-3 (Berthelier et al., 1982).
A major goal of Hyperboloid is to contribute to a
more comprehensive classi®cation of observed ion
out¯ow regimes, in order to associate them with the
various theoretical and numerical models. With this
respect, Hyperboloid provides detailed ion distribution
function measurements, especially in the 10 000±20 000km-altitude range which has remained poorly explored
before Interball AP launch. The interpretation of
Hyperboloid data will bene®t from the simultaneous
activity of other plasma experiments, e.g., Thermal Ion
Dynamics Experiment (TIDE) (Moore et al., 1995), and
Toroidal Imaging Mass-Angle Spectrograph (TIMAS)
(Shelly et al., 1995), both on board the Polar satellite
orbiting at higher altitudes with an apogee of 9 Earth's
radii. Comparing the observed out¯ow properties at
dierent altitudes, especially at the occasion of magnetic
conjugations, is expected to shed new light on polar
wind theory. Observations by ground-based radars (e.g.,
EISCAT, Super-DARN) should also complement this
new, more global experimental picture of polar wind.
It has already been highlighted that magnetospheric
convection is one of the factors in¯uencing out¯ow
processes. In the regions which are explored by Interball
AP, the knowledge of ion motion perpendicular to the
magnetic ®eld is of particular interest since it governs the
ultimate fate of the extracted ions. This is especially
important in the cusp region where the structure and
intensity of convection closely depends on the orientation and intensity of the interplanetary magnetic ®eld
and on the solar wind velocity. Hyperboloid measurements of horizontal velocities and DC electric ®elds
from IESP (Perraut et al., 1998) will complement each
other in order to provide a quantitative picture of
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convection at Interball AP altitude. Owing to the 62.8°
inclination of the orbit plane, the satellite practically
travels along L-shells near apogee, thus enabling the
monitoring of the convection at almost constant auroral
latitudes during extended periods. This capability,
associated with the simultaneous observations of ionospheric plasma ¯ows by the ESR and EISCAT radars,
and by the Super-DARN network of coherent radars,
will result in unprecedented data sets to study the solar
wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling: satellite data,
which give access to small-scale (1 to 10 km) structures
such as arcs or vortices (which might be associated to
¯ux transfer events at the magnetopause), will greatly
bene®t from the knowledge of the larger scale (50 km)
and slower (1 min) variations measured from the
ground.
At Interball AP altitudes, the distinction between the
dierent types of accelerated ion distributions becomes
more dicult due to the magnetic mirror force tending to
fold-up conical distributions which ultimately look like
beams. However, the use of the full angular and energy
resolution of Hyperboloid, together with the correlation
with wave instruments, will provide the required data to
study microscopic wave-particle interactions in detail.
First, the direct knowledge of thermal plasma parameters will enable a reliable determination of wave dispersion relations and growth rates, without relying on
indirect and more qualitative measurements such as
density inferred from Langmuir probe data or from
auroral hiss cut-o. The second expected progress will
result from the possibility to measure slightly suprathermal ions, i.e. ions right at the beginning of their
acceleration process, before the features of the distribution function become obscured by spatial and temporal
inhomogeneities in the acceleration process. Of utmost
importance is the possibility oered by Hyperboloid to
obtain simultaneous low-energy distributions of H+,
He+, O++, and O+; comparing the level of energization
reached by the various ion species should provide
precious clues to identify acceleration mechanisms.
2 Instrument description
2.1 Speci®cations
In order to ful®ll the assigned scienti®c objectives, the
Hyperboloid ion mass spectrometer was designed to
measure the full 3D distribution functions of low-energy
ions.
At altitudes between 700 and 20 000 km along
Interball AP orbit, and under average conditions, the
major ion species are H+, He+, and O+. These three
ions are measured almost systematically in routine
modes of operation. Some speci®c modes can be used
in order to measure N+ and molecular ions (cf. Sect.
2.4). Although representing for low solar and magnetic
activity a small contribution to the total density, O++
may in some conditions reach densities as high as O+,
and is therefore included in the routinely measured ion
species; the simultaneous measurement of O+ and O++

is a precious tool to trace the eects of acceleration by
DC electric ®elds or by resonant processes.
In the high-altitude portion of Interball AP orbits,
H+ is usually the major ion, total ion densities ranging
between about a few 10±2 and a few tens of cm±3. The
investigation of such dilute plasmas requires a very high
sensitivity in order to detect dierential ¯uxes down to
about a few 103 (cm2 s sr eV)±1. Moreover, the energy
bandwidth and angular acceptance of the instrument
must be small enough to provide the resolutions needed
to identify narrow features in the distribution functions.
The very low temperatures (down to 2000 K or less)
expected for classical polar wind out¯ows can be reliably
measured only with high-resolution dierential energy
measurements, as well as with narrow window apertures. The ability to distinguish between ion beams and
conics which have been strongly folded by the magnetic
mirror force also implies a high angular resolution. The
necessity to satisfy these con¯icting constraints on
sensitivity and resolution drove the design of the
instrument, and particular attention was paid to the
eciency of both ion optics and detectors. The conditions encountered at lower altitudes close to perigee
dier drastically, with O+ being the major ion and
densities reaching several thousands of cm±3. This
imposed a further constraint of large dynamical range
in the conception of the detectors in order to avoid
saturation or even destructive eects (cf. Sect. 2.5).
A major diculty lies in the necessity of allowing the
very low energy ions to enter the instrument, even when
the satellite is exposed to sunlight and immersed in
tenuous plasmas, and therefore tends to reach signi®cant
positive ¯oating potentials. In the ®rst part of the
mission, this was achieved by means of the satellite
potential control experiment RON (Torkar et al., 1998).
After problems appeared in the operation of this device,
the adverse eects of spacecraft potential were counteracted by applying an adjustable potential bias to the
entrance surface of the experiment. The energy range up
to 80 eV is sucient to detect H+ ®eld-aligned ¯ows at
high speeds up to about 80 km s±1 at high altitudes, as
well as O+ ions swept at speeds up to 20 km s±1 by the
magnetospheric convection. Hyperboloid observations
in the upper part of its energy range are also complementary to those performed at higher energies by the
Ion experiment (Sauvaud et al., 1998).
Due to the low ¯uxes measured at high altitudes,
there is only a limited possibility of reducing the detector
integration times in order to observe possible rapid
changes in distribution functions. In practice, a trade-o
must therefore be found between time resolution and
spacing of measurements in velocity space. The various
modes of operation re¯ect the dierent compromises
which have been chosen with respect to the scienti®c
objectives (cf. Sect. 2. 6.)
2.2 Outline
The instrument is constituted of two multi-directional
analyzers, each one encompassing several entrance
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windows (Fig. 1). The main analyzer (A16) measures
ions with velocities in plane P1, and contains 16
directions of sight de®ned by an identical number of
windows through the main cylindrical part of the cover
which surrounds the sensor unit. These windows are
positioned at 10° intervals and have 13° angular
acceptance, so that the instrument spans a continuous
160° angle in plane P1. The secondary analyzer (A10)
with its view axis in plane P2 encompasses 10 windows
positioned 15° apart from each other and with 6°
angular acceptance, so that the total angle spanned in
plane P2 is 145° with blind sectors of 9° angular extent
between adjacent windows.
Figure 2 shows that plane P1 contains the spacecraft
spin axis, and therefore scans the full 3D space in one
spin period 120 s. The secondary plane P2 makes an
angle of 75° with the spin axis and is inclined towards
the anti-solar direction. The two analyzers exhibit
complementary performances. The A16 has by far the
highest geometrical factor and provides ion distribution
functions in its half-plane with a time resolution of
roughly a few seconds, but is able to detect ions coming
from a given direction only once per spin. When
combined with the A16, the A10 oers partial access
to the 3D features of ion distributions with a much
better time resolution (typically a few seconds). Although its performances in terms of geometrical factor
are much below those of the A16, it enables one to
follow the temporal variations of ion ¯ows over
approximately half a spin period when the ion bulk
velocity is adequately oriented.
Hyperboloid ion optics consists of three main parts,
as illustrated in Fig. 3:
1. the electrostatic optics comprising the entrance sections and the spherical analyzers used to select the
direction of sight and the energy interval of the

A16

A10

Fig. 1. Photograph of Hyperboloid without its external cover
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the two analyzers relative to the spacecraft

measurements, respectively, and the toroidal concentrator whose function is to optimize the conditions of
entry inside the magnetic analyzer;
2. the magnetic analyzer which separates the various ion
species;
3. the micro-channel plates (MCP) detectors.

2.3 Electrostatic optics
The most external grid of each entrance window is
biased at potential Vbias relative to the satellite, together
with the cylindrical part of the external cover of the
experiment. As explained in Sect. 2.1, this is intended to
compensate spacecraft charging eects. All the other
voltages of the electrostatic optics are referenced to
Vbias, except for the very high voltages near the exit of
the concentrator for which this precaution is unimportant. The second grid of the entrance section can be
switched from Vbias to +200 V independently for each
window, so that any combination of windows can be
opened simultaneously. This enables the adaptation of
the angular resolution and sensitivity of the instrument
to the various scienti®c objectives.
Each window of the A16 is followed by an individual
spherical energy analyzer composed of two electrodes
whose voltages are controlled in order to select ions
around a given energy E, and to de¯ect them by 90°
toward the entrance of the toroidal concentrator. A
retarding or accelerating potential Vr can be applied to
the entrance and exit grids of the energy analyzer, the
potentials applied to the electrodes being adjusted
accordingly. As a result, the energy bandwidth of the
analyzer is multiplied from its nominal value by a factor
K  1)Vr/E, and the angular acceptance is changed
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approximately in the same ratio. Following the energy
analyzer section is the main toroid concentrator made
up of an assembly of independently polarized electrodes
whose voltages have been optimized so that, irrespective
of their entrance window, ions enter the magnetic
analyzer as a nearly cylindrical beam with small angular
divergence.
Each window of the A10 is followed by two consecutive spherical electrostatic analyzers with opposite
curvature radii, de¯ection angles of 60° and 30°,
respectively, and again with adaptable retarding/accelerating potential Vr. This particular geometry was
imposed by the overall mechanical constraints of the
instrument but has the advantage that the aberrations of
the ®rst analyzer are partly counterbalanced by the
second one. Ions exiting from these energy analyzers
enter a secondary toroidal concentrator which directs
them to the main concentrator, where they travel in the
same way as ions from the A16.
2.4 Magnetic analyzer
Following the exit of the main toroid, ions enter the
magnetic analyzer. With the nominal magnet voltage,
the four routinely measured ions H+, He+, O++, and
O+ are focused on their respective detector. Sweeping
this voltage enables to detect minor ions such as N+ or
molecular ions.
The geometry of the magnet analyzer is derived from
the Mattau-Herzog geometry but has been optimized
through ray-tracing calculations taking into account the
actual geometry of the ion beam at its entrance. In
particular, an improved focusing is obtained by using an
entrance plane non normal to the mid-axis Z1 (Fig. 3)
and by choosing an angle for the exit face of the magnet
which is not the same for H+ as for all other ions. This
eort in design enabled a signi®cant reduction of ion
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Fig. 3. Schematic cross section of the ion
optics in the plane of the magnetic analyzer.
The electrostatic optics on the left of the
®gure is representative of the ®rst window of
the main analyzer (A16), the optics of the
other windows of the A16 are obtained by
successive rotations of 10° around axis Z1.
Similarly, the optics ®gured on the right are
relevant for windows 1 and 10 of the
secondary analyzer (A10), optics for the
other windows being deduced by 15° rotations around axis Z2

losses by improving the acceptance of the magnetic
analyzer for trajectories inclined with respect to its midplane of symmetry.
2.5 Detectors
The four detectors use curved micro channel plates
(MCP) fabricated by Photonix-Mullard Company with
C-shaped channels 25 l in diameter and 2 mm long. The
average gain is 1.5 á 106 at 1600 V and the resolution on
the order of 80%. Each MCP is connected to its own
high-voltage (HV) power supply.
The detectors may be operated either in a pulse
counting mode for ion ¯uxes lower than 1.5 á 105 c/s, or
in an analog mode with charge integration for larger
¯uxes. In order to maintain the output current above the
noise level, but also below 2% of the polarization
current (thus keeping the MCP operation in the linear
range), the mode of measurement and, when in the
analog mode the HV applied to the MCPs, are
automatically controlled on board by the microprocessor. The gain of the MCPs is thus permanently adapted
to the registered ion ¯uxes. The resulting total dynamical range is larger than 1011, more than convenient for
the maximum of 1010 c/s foreseen at perigee for O+.
2.6 Modes of operation
Several modes types have been de®ned to operate the
instrument. Beside technical modes intended to check
the health of the electronics and dump the memory, and
diagnostic modes used to monitor any evolution in the
physical response of the instrument optics and detectors,
scienti®c modes consist in repetitive measurements
where both energy and view direction are swept in
sequence during several spacecraft spin periods.
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Nijk  s  Gij  Fijk  Emi
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For a given ion species, measurements performed at
times tk during a set of successive swaeps over energy
steps Ei and window groups WGj form a 3D array of ion
counts Nijk The measured distribution function Fijk and
dierential ¯uxes Jijk can be related to counts by:

4

3 Data reduction
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Independently to the scienti®c mode, the telemetry
systems collect data into so-called ``pages'', each of
which contains 72 individual measurements. A complete
sweep over energies and window groups is therefore
performed in Npage  (Nion ´ Nenergy ´ Ngroup)/72
pages, i.e., Npage/TM seconds, where TM is the
instrument telemetry rate expressed in pages per second.
This time is the temporal resolution for obtaining
distribution functions in the half-plane of one or two
of the analyzers. It is also linked to the angular
resolution obtained in the spin plane. The choice of
the mode attributes therefore implies a trade-o between
energy, angular, and temporal resolution.
The commanding of instrument operations is organized through a hierarchy of structures. The so-called
``enchainments'' include one or several modes, with a
prescribed duration in units of the spacecraft spin
period. Enchainments are further assembled into ``sequences'' chosen by operating telecommands which also
de®ne the potential bias Vbias and the telemetry rate TM.
For safety reasons, the information de®ning all modes,
enchainments, and sequences were loaded in LU tables
in two redundant EEPROM memories. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the most commonly used
sequences, which favor either energy resolution (large
Nenergy and small q), angular resolution in the A16 plane
(small Nwindow), or temporal resolution, equivalent to
angular resolution in the spin plane (small Npage/TM).

Ions

1. the set of measured ion species (Nion  between 2
and 4 species taken in the H+, He+, O++, and O+
group);
2. the energy sweep, consisting of a geometrical
progression characterized by its initial energy E0,
progression factor q and number of energies Nenergy.
The energy resolution DE/E may be chosen either
constant (®xed K), or energy dependent (®xed Vr), as
de®ned in Sect. 2.3;
3. the window sweep consisting of one or two progressions including either A16 or A10 windows. Each
progression is characterized by its initial window W0,
number of window groups Ngroup, and number of
windows per group Nwindow. The window shift
between two consecutive groups Nstep can be chosen
dierent from Nwindow so that consecutive groups can
overlap;
4. the double-sweep structure, with internal loop either
on energies (DE mode) or on window group (DA
modes).

TM (pages s)1)

Each scienti®c mode is de®ned by:

Table 1. Characteristics of the most frequently used scienti®c modes. Each TM value corresponds to a sequence, and each line to an enchainement. Emax is the last step of energy sweeps.
Window sweeps are de®ned by one or two progressions Ngroup (Nwindow) Analyzer, e.g., 8(2)16 means 8 groups of 2 windows in the A16 analyzer
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Jijk  Fijk  Emi  2=M 2 ;

2

where s is the integration time (which varies between 4
and 200 ms, depending on the number of measured ion
species and on the telemetry rate), Gij the geometrical
factor, and M the ion mass. Emi  Q ´ Ei is the
measured energy of ions of charge Q for energy step Ei.
The geometrical factors may be written as:
Gij  TRij  K 2  DE=E  Aj  dXij ;

3

where K is the resolution factor (cf. Sect. 2.3), DE/E the
nominal energy resolution of the spherical analyzer (0.23
and 0.09 for A16 and A10, respectively), and Aj the
surface of individual windows (1.4 cm2 for A16 and
0.84 cm2 for A10 windows). dWij represents the sum of the
nominal acceptance solid angles of windows in group
GWj (13° ´ 12.5° and 6° ´ 3°, corresponding to
3.9 á 10±2 and 4.3 á 10±3 sr for each window of the A16
and A10, respectively), and TRij the transparencies which
depend on ion species, energy step, and window group.
Each value Fijk is a discrete measurement of the ion
distribution function associated to the corresponding
energy and direction at the entrance of the instrument.
By taking into account the eect of the spacecraft sheath
and applying Liouville's theorem, one can then deduce a
set of discrete values of the distribution function in the
plasma, but such complex calculations are not possible
at this early stage of data reduction. In view of the
generally large Debye length compared to the size of the
instrument, we have considered as a ®rst approximation
the sheath to be spherically symmetrical over the half
space of viewing directions, which implies that ion
directions of arrival are unaected. Moreover, ion
energy in the plasma is given by:
Epi  Emi  Q  Vexp  Q  Ei  Vsat  Vbias ;

4

where Ei is the energy step and Vexp and Vsat the
experiment and satellite potentials, respectively.
In principle, Vsat can be determined directly from DC
electric ®eld measurements from the IESP experiment
(Perraut et al., 1998). However, such measurements
might be dicult to interpret at high altitude when the
Debye length becomes larger than the antenna length.
Therefore, we have tried to develop a fast method to
determine Vsat relying on Hyperboloid data only. A set
of Vsat values is used to calculate the undisturbed ion
energies from Eq. (4), from which the moments (density,
velocity vector, parallel and perpendicular temperatures)
of the undisturbed distribution function are deduced.
Each Vsat and associated moments are then introduced
as input parameters of a program simulating the
working of the experiment. This program is presently
based on a bi-Maxwellian model of distribution functions, which is generally a reasonable approximation.
The best ®t between simulated and experimental ¯uxes
provides the estimation of Vsat and the corresponding
moments. As shown in Sect. 4, this simple method
produces results which are satisfactory for preliminary
data analysis; it will be improved in the future by taking
into account more accurate sheath eects.

4 Preliminary results
After more than one year of activity, the Interball
Auroral spacecraft has covered all MLT sectors at
subauroral, auroral, and polar-cap latitudes in the
northern hemisphere, and at altitudes between about
10 000 and 20 000 km. The data collected by Hyperboloid during this period reveal a wide variety of
phenomena which we illustrate by three typical examples.

4.1 Ion out¯ow and wave-induced heating in auroral
regions
Figure 4 displays a set of wave and particle measurements performed between 21:00 and 22:00 UT on 2
December 1996 over the northern near-midnight auroral
zone and polar cap, and at altitudes between about
16 000 and 19 000 km.
First, a region of ion heating is crossed from about
21:00 and 21:24 UT, characterized by H+ ¯uxes almost
uniform over nearly the entire energy range. These ¯uxes
also exhibit little dependence on spacecraft spin (2 min),
which implies almost isotropic H+ distributions typical
of strong heating. Due to the high altitude, and
probably also to the winter and solar minimum conditions, O+ ¯uxes are much smaller, and even close to
noise level at low energies. However, they extend over
the full instrument energy range, which shows that O+
as well as H+ ions are heated. Due to their higher mass,
O+ ions tend to have smaller thermal velocity, which
explains why their ¯uxes are more collimated in azimuth
angles and therefore exhibit noticeable temporal variations over a spin period.
This period of ion heating is associated with strong
low-frequency turbulence, as evidenced by the second
top panel of Fig. 4 representing the low-frequency wave
magnetic component measured in the direction parallel
to the spacecraft spin axis by the IESP experiment
[courtesy of S. Perraut and M. Mogilevsky, see also
Perraut et al. (1998)]. Signi®cant power is observed
around the oxygen gyrofrequency fc+  0.5 to 0.9 Hz,
up to the hydrogen gyrofrequency fcH+  9 to 14 Hz,
and probably at higher frequencies, where unfortunately
no data are available. Other electric and magnetic
components (not shown) are characterized by similar
behavior. During the same time-interval, electron ¯uxes
measured by the ion experiment between about 10 eV
and 20 keV [courtesy of J.-A. Sauvaud, see also
Sauvaud et al. (1998)] show keV electrons, probably of
plasma sheet origin, accompanied by impulsive ¯uxes at
lower energies down to about 30 eV (the intensi®cation
at 20 eV is due to photoelectrons returning toward the
positively charged satellite). It is tempting to interpret
the waves as AlfveÁn-like electromagnetic turbulence
destabilized by the observed electron distributions.
Indeed, these waves are reminiscent of those observed
at lower altitudes by the Viking satellite (Gustafsson
et al., 1990). In the latter reference, it is shown that
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Fig. 4. Wave and particle measurements obtained on 2 December
1996 between 21:00 and 22:00 UT, in the midnight MLT sector of
auroral zone and polar cap. From top to bottom, 10 eV±20 keV

electron counts from Ion, magnetic component parallel to the spin
axis of waves below 12 Hz from IESP, and 0±80 eV O+ and H+
¯uxes averaged over Hyperboloid half-planar ®eld of view

electron distributions with several populations including
a ®eld-aligned beam are able to destabilize a shear
AlfveÁn mode. Although the magnetic ®eld line con®guration during the period analyzed here does not enable
to estimate electron ¯uxes outside of the 50 to 130° pitch
angle range, the electrons detected below 1 keV appear
as a plausible energy source for the waves (Temerin and
Lysak, 1984).
Figure 5 displays time-window spectrograms in different energy ranges during one spin period between
21:02 and 21:04 UT characterized by an intense electromagnetic turbulence. Above 30eV, H+ and O+ maximal
¯uxes fall almost systematically in the 90 to 130° pitch
angle range, suggesting that ions are heated perpendicular to the magnetic ®eld below the satellite, between
about 13 000 and 16 000 km. H+ ¯uxes at lower
energies gradually shift toward the upward ®eld-aligned
direction (the corresponding O+ ¯uxes are close to noise
level and are not plotted). Such simultaneously observed

H+ and O+ conics are dierent from those observed at
similar altitudes but higher energies by DE-1 (Klumpar
et al., 1984), which were shown to result from cumulative ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) heating over almost
the entire ®eld line (Crew et al., 1990). In the event
analyzed here, ICR with the low-frequency electromagnetic turbulence detected by IESP is a plausible scenario
for explaining the observed H+ and O+ ion heating,
even if the contribution of higher frequency, e.g., lower
hybrid, waves cannot be ruled out (AndreÂ et al., 1994).
This suggests that ICR may on some occasions occur
over a limited altitude range, thus leading to conics of
moderate energies. Another theoretical question raised
by the present observations is the possibility of obtaining simultaneous heating of both H+ and O+ by ICR,
while classical theories describe heating of minor species
only (Le QueÂau et al., 1993).
On Fig. 4, the period of ion heating ceases at about
21:24 UT, simultaneously with the disappearance of
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Fig. 5. 3D distribution function of H+ and
O+ ions on 2 December 1996 between 21:02
and 21:04 UT. Each spectrogram displays
the angular variation of ¯uxes in a given
energy range. The black crosses and squares
indicate ions moving up and down along the
magnetic ®eld lines, respectively, while the
full line corresponds to 90° pitch angles
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low-frequency waves, and with a signi®cant drop in
electron ¯uxes and average energies. In the time-interval
between 21:24 UT and 21:35 UT, probably corresponding to the polar cap, narrow O+ ion distributions are
observed, while H+ ¯uxes remain below the noise level.
It may be noted that the higher background ¯uxes
observed at lower energies for both H+ and O+ ions
during this time-interval correspond to small counts
close to the noise level, which induce arti®cially
enhanced ¯uxes due to the lower instrument transparencies at lower energies (cf. Eqs. 1±3). This feature is
also visible on Figs. 7, 8, and 9 below. Close to 21:28 UT
on Fig. 4, we observe a narrow O+ distribution at
energies 10±20 eV. For such energies spacecraft potential can in ®rst approximation be neglected, and
moment calculation provides n0+  1 cm±3, upward
bulk velocity v//  ±6 km s±1, and horizontal velocity
v^  10 km s±1. Temperature is dicult to estimate due
to the very collimated ¯uxes. Polar out¯ow theories
taking into account the eect of centrifugal acceleration

due to ion convection across curved magnetic ®eld lines
(Cladis, 1986) indeed foresee that O+ can remain the
major ion at such high altitudes. Our v^  10 km s±1
can mainly be attributed to magnetospheric convection
and corresponds to a convection electric ®eld of about
70 mV m±1 when mapped at 200 km altitude. The
corresponding O+ density and ¯ow velocity found by
Ho et al. (1997) at 3 RE altitude are in good qualitative
agreement with our experimental values (see their
Fig. 2). Other O+ distributions registered around 5 eV
might correspond to slower convection but need to be
corrected from spacecraft potential before being further
analyzed.
At about 21:35 UT the spacecraft enters a new region
of local ion heating, whose characteristics are initially
very similar to those described in the foregoing. Figure 4
reveals however a gradual change in both H+ and O+
¯uxes which, starting at about 21:42 UT, show clearer
spin modulations. This transition appears more clearly
on Fig. 6, which shows the evolution of the H+ ion
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distribution between 21:34 and 22:00 UT. Initially,
intense ¯uxes are observed all along the spin periods
close to 90° pitch angles. At later times, ¯uxes exhibit a
clear spin period modulation and are maximal at pitch
angles close to the upward ®eld-aligned direction.
Notice that this evolution is accompanied by a decrease
in the low-frequency wave spectral densities and in the
20 to 300-eV electron ¯uxes (Fig. 4), in agreement with
the scenario previously proposed for explaining ion
heating. The distribution functions measured from
about 21:44 UT are characteristic of the ion out¯ow
processes which are frequently observed by Hyperboloid
at auroral latitudes. Using the method presented in Sect.
3, we estimated the spacecraft potential and deduced the
moments of the H+ distribution between 21:52 and
21:54 UT. We found Vsat  +7 V, and corresponding
values for density n  0.8 cm±3, upward bulk velocity
v//  ±42 km s±1, horizontal velocity v^  13 km s)1,
parallel temperature T//  1.5 eV, and perpendicular
temperature T^  2 eV. At the same moment,
n  0.7 cm±3 and v//  ±18 km s±1 for O+. Considering
the balance between currents generated by satellite
photo-electrons and by ambient thermal electrons of

H + 0-5 eV

16

Fig. 6. Evolution of the H+ distribution function on 2 December 1996
between 21:34 and 22:00 UT, in the
same format as Fig. 5

21h57:00

density ne  nH+ + n0+  1.5 cm±3 and temperature
Te  2 eV, leads to an estimate Vsat  +6 V, which is
a good con®rmation of the validity of our method for
calculating moments corrected from satellite charging
eects. The same qualitative results are obtained all
throughout the 21:44 to 22:00 UT period, i.e., the H+
and O+ out¯owing ions exhibit dierent bulk velocities
and dierent mean energies. Such a mass-dependent
acceleration process might result from a bimodal acceleration involving (1) magnetic moment pumping due to
¯uctuating electric ®elds (e.g., associated to waves
similar to those observed between 21:00 and 21:24 UT
but acting at lower altitudes), and (2) ®eld-aligned
acceleration by quasi-static electric ®elds (Lundin and
Hulqvist, 1989).

4.2 Thermal ion signatures of large-scale boundaries
in the nightside magnetosphere
Thermal and suprathermal plasma emanating from
the ionosphere is aected by magnetospheric plasma
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processes at high altitudes such as convection, ®eldaligned currents, heating, and acceleration. It is therefore interesting to look at the changes of the thermal
plasma parameters at boundaries between the largescale magnetospheric plasma domains.
Methods to locate these boundaries in the night
sector from measurements of precipitating particles on
low-altitude satellites were developed during the last two
decades and now seem well established (Feldstein and
Galperin, 1985; Galperin and Feldstein, 1991, 1996;
Newell et al., 1996). According to the review of Feldstein
and Galperin (1985), the soft electron precipitation
boundary (SEB) practically coincides with the equatorial large-scale convection boundary. Other hot plasma
regimes ± above the diuse auroral zone (i.e., within the
trapping boundary of high-energy particles), above the
oval of discrete auroral forms (i.e., within the so-called
auroral plasma cavity), and further poleward ± can also
be delineated during stationary conditions. The characteristics of thermal ion populations at mid-altitudes in
the plasmasphere and above auroral oval and polar cap
were extensively analyzed from data on DE-1 (Horwitz
et al., 1986; Giles et al., 1994), and Akebono (Abe et al.,
1993; Watanabe et al., 1992). These experiments have
demonstrated the predominance of polar wind ¯ows,
and revealed regions of counterstreaming ¯ows as well
as many other features. Horwitz et al. (1986) analyzed
thermal plasma distributions with respect to the hot
plasma boundaries in the inner magnetosphere from
electron data on DE-1 and 2. They concluded from a
statistical analysis that in the nightside the SEB practically coincides with the plasmapause. However, they
did not analyze the thermal plasma signatures associated
to the auroral oval of discrete forms and polar-cap
boundaries. In this paper, from a data set corresponding
to a quieting period after a storm, we present a

preliminary investigation of the thermal plasma characteristics at, and between, the boundaries of the main
magnetospheric plasma domains.
We chose the nightside parts of a series of similar
orbits on 12±13 January 1997, when the magnetosphere
was recovering from a period of strong magnetic
activity induced on 10±11 January by a very dense
``solar plasma cloud'' which engulfed the circumterrestrial space. This was a period of outer plasmasphere
re®lling with some weak activity (2± £ Kp £ 3±). Consider the nightside part of the inbound orbit 565 in the
reverse chronological order, from the nightside plasmasphere poleward across the diuse auroral zone,
oval and polar cap (Fig. 7). From the simultaneous
data from Ion (courtesy of J.-A. Sauvaud), Interball
AP crossed the equatorial border of the diuse auroral
zone, de®ned as the region of increasing plasma sheet
electron energy with latitude, at 06:30 UT (MLT  0.6,
invariant latitude  64.3°). The polar edge of the
diuse zone, i.e., the equatorial border of the oval,
was probably crossed in the interval 06:12±06:14 UT
corresponding to the maximum observed electron
energies. Then the satellite entered the plasma sheet
type plasma, with a gradually decreasing average
energy and some structuring of electron ¯uxes till its
polar edge at 05:35 UT. There, an enhancement of
energetic electron ¯uxes and average energies, accompanied by a velocity dispersed ion structure of type 2
(VDIS-2) (Zelenyi et al., 1990), was observed at about
05:40 UT, followed by a decrease in the average
electron energy. This last feature may be identi®ed as a
narrow polar diuse zone at the polar edge of the oval.
Figure 7 shows that signi®cant changes in the thermal plasma characteristics occur at or close to these hot
plasma boundaries. A very similar latitudinal structure
of the particle data was observed on the other orbits of
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this period. We now summarize the thermal and
suprathermal plasma characteristics within the various
magnetospheric domains.
Outer plasmasphere and plasmapause. The region of
space within the stationary, or quasi-stationary, convection boundary, is evidently the outer plasmasphere,
and the boundary is the plasmapause. Indeed, a sharp
drop in the thermal plasma density from more than
100 cm±3 to values lower by one to two orders of
magnitude is evident at, or close to, the SEB. Densities
recorded on successive orbits before orbit 565 were
much lower (0 and 8 cm±3), suggesting that re®lling
was ongoing in the outer plasmasphere region. We defer
the analysis of the re®lling rates to a further publication.
Diuse auroral zone. The plasma density outside the
plasmapause continues to decrease with latitude down to
very low values. In this region the positive potential of the
satellite increases simultaneously, so that a more re®ned
data analysis is needed to deduce a reliable latitudinal
density pro®le. However, since the average ion energy is
fairly constant, it is anticipated that the observed relative
variations of ion ¯uxes are correct. For orbits 565 and
569, a narrow region of counterstreaming H+ and He+
ions exists near the plasmapause at energies above
15 eV.
Plasma cavity above the auroral oval. Very low, but
measurable thermal plasma ¯uxes are seen above the
auroral plasma forms: this is the well-known auroral
plasma cavity (Calvert. 1981) where the hot plasma
sheet component generally dominates the total plasma
density. Sometimes ®laments of denser, primarily out¯owing thermal plasma are crossed, which might play a
role in wave propagation and wave-particle interactions.
Polar edge of the oval. A new feature is discovered in
the thermal plasma, coincident with the low-energy
electron precipitation observed at the polar edge of the
auroral oval of discrete arcs, and with the extrapolation
to in®nite velocity of the associated VDIS. It is seen on
all orbits considered here, and appears as a density peak
of thermal and suprathermal H+ and He+ ions with a
wide spectrum from the lowest energies till the upper
end of Hyperboloid energy range. The H+ densities in
the peak reach 0.15 cm±3 on orbits 565 and 569, and
0.05 cm±3 on orbit 571. The energy spectrum of these
suprathermal ions can extend to a few hundreds of eVs
(middle panel of Fig. 7). The analysis of ion velocities
shows predominant upward directed ¯uxes, but also a
sizable fraction of downgoing ions. This suggests the
combined action of ionospheric ion heating at low
altitudes due to electron precipitation, and of ion
heating or scattering all along the ®eld lines probably
due to wave-particle interactions.
Polar cap. The thermal plasma distributions in the
polar-cap region adjacent to the auroral oval are similar
to those in the auroral cavity with extremely low
densities practically at or below the instrument threshold 10±3 cm±3. A distinct change in plasma characteristics is identi®ed at 77° invariant latitude with the
appearance of H+ and He+ out¯owing ions with
densities 10±2 cm±3 and velocities 20 km s±1 typical
of heated polar wind conditions. Abrupt changes in the
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properties of these out¯ows can be seen between
consecutive spins. Such changes are frequent in Hyperboloid observations and might be the consequence of
small-scale structures in the ionosphere.
4.3 Low-energy ion dynamics in the cusp/cleft region
Five months after its launch, Interball AP began to
explore the cusp/cleft region characterized by precipitation of plasma from the magnetosheath (Heikkila and
Winningham, 1971; Rei et al., 1977; Burch et al., 1982;
Menietti and Burch, 1988; Newell and Meng, 1988;
Kremser and Lundin, 1990). Another common feature is
the observation of low-energy (below 100 eV) ionospheric plasma out¯ows (Lockwood et al., 1985; Horwitz and Lockwood, 1985; Pollock et al., 1990; Giles
et al., 1994). Two representative crossings of the cusp/
cleft region are examined here.
Figure 8 shows particle data acquired by the Hyperboloid and Ion (courtesy of J.-A. Sauvaud) experiments
on 26 February 1997, as the spacecraft crossed the cusp,
moving poleward and toward the post-noon dusk
sector. Interball AP crossed the equatorward boundary
of the cusp at 00:18 UT (12.7 MLT and 75° invariant
latitude), as indicated by the magnetosheath electrons
encountered below 200 eV until about 00:40 UT
(77.7° invariant latitude). Associated to the 120-s
satellite spin period, V-shaped ion signatures characteristic of the direct injection of magnetosheath particles in
the cusp appear in the H+ data around 2 keV at 00:20
UT (12.8 MLT and 75.2° invariant latitude), slightly
poleward of the low-latitude boundary of the electron
precipitation region. This V-shaped pattern is explained
by transit-time eects, assuming an injection source of
narrow latitude extent located in the exterior cusp. The
thickness of each V structure depends on the source
extent. The gradual energy decrease observed as the
satellite moves toward higher latitude is due to antisunward convection (Burch et al., 1982). The V-shaped H+
features begin to be seen by Hyperboloid from about
00:36 UT and show a remarkable continuity with those
observed at higher energies. Another striking feature is
the inversion of the H+ ion V structure observed around
00:42 UT, apex of the V's appearing at higher energies
than the wings after this time: this is explained by the
fact that progressively, the downgoing ions do not reach
the satellite any more and only upward moving ions
which have mirrored below the satellite are observed
(Burch et al., 1982). Injected H+ ions are seen by
Hyperboloid down to about 5 eV. Even taking into
account possible spaceraft charging eects, this is well
below typical magnetosheath ion energies (100 eV).
This suggests signi®cant deceleration of ions upon their
entry into the magnetosphere at high latitudes in the
mantle region (Newell et al., 1991).
Interball AP measurements con®rm that the cusp
near 12:00 MLT is also a signi®cant source of out¯owing ionospheric ions, as observed in Fig. 8. In the most
equatorward part of the cusp, where the strongest ¯uxes
of precipitating electrons are recorded from about 00:18
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Fig. 8. Energy-time spectrograms of particles during a cusp crossing
on 26 February 1997. From top to bottom, 10 eV±1 keV electrons,
100 eV±14 keV H+ ions, 0±80 eV H+ ions, 0±80 eV He+ ions,
100 eV±14 keV O+ ions, and 0±80 eV O+ ions. High-energy

measurements in log(counts) are from the Ion experiment. Lowenergy ¯uxes from Hyperboloid in log [(m2 s sr eV)±1] are averaged
over Hyperboloid half-planar ®eld of view

UT to 00:32 UT Hyperboloid data show up¯owing H+
and He+ ion distributions identi®ed at each satellite
spin. The ¯uxes are widely spread both in time (i.e., in
azimuth angle) and in energy, indicating strong ion
heating. H+ and O+ up¯owing ¯uxes are in fact
registered at energies up to a few keV by the Ion
experiment. During this period, strong ¯uxes are measured at pitch angles down to 90° (pitch-angle data not
shown), suggesting that ions are accelerated perpendicular to the magnetic ®eld over a wide range of altitudes
below the satellite. Parallel electrostatic potential drops
might also contribute to the acceleration process, but are
not required (Crew et al., 1990; Lundin and Eliasson,

1991). Indeed, perpendicular ion acceleration has been
observed by the Sounding of the Cleft Ion Fountain
Energization Region (SCIFER) rocket experiment down
to very low altitudes in the cusp region (Kintner et al.,
1996).
Another region can be identi®ed in Fig. 8 from about
00:34 UT. The H+, He+, and at later times O+
distributions observed by Hyperboloid become narrower, indicating smaller temperatures. All three species
exhibit a gradual decrease in energy while the satellite
moves at higher altitude toward the polar cap. The data
are consistent with the mass spectrometer eect associated with the ``cleft ion fountain'' (Lockwood et al.,
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1985). Depending on their velocity, ions are swept by the
antisunward convection up to dierent invariant latitudes during their upward motion to the satellite.
Therefore, both energy and mass dispersion occurs for
these ions, as evidenced on Fig. 8. The heavier O+ ions
are convected over large distance away from the source
region, which suggests that a great part of the O+ ions
observed in the polar cap originates in the polar cleft.
Figure 9 shows another example, from 27 February
1997. On that day, the low-latitude edge of the cusp was
located as far south as 69° invariant latitude (IMF
conditions were By  ±5 nT, Bz  ±13 nT). Interball
AP enters the cusp at 22:08 UT. Again, this boundary
appears as a region of strong ion acceleration. Between
22:07 UT and 22:09 UT, ¯uxes at energies above 12-eV
peak at pitch angles near 90° (pitch-angle data not
shown), indicating a near local perpendicular acceleration. Besides the magnetosheath H+ ion injection, the
main feature is again the occurrence of strong out¯ow
for all ion species. Moment calculations provide similar
upward velocities for all four ion species, e.g., around
22:31 UT, v//  ±20 km s±1, for an horizontal velocity
8 km s±1 mainly due to convection. The data thus
provide a quantitative con®rmation of the cleft ion
fountain mechanism.
Another interesting and surprising phenomenon is
the presence, in the interval 22:20±22:50 UT, of a very
narrow and low energy (<5 eV) H+ population detected between the up¯owing ion events. This signature is
more clearly seen in Fig. 10, which represents a zoom
for the interval 22:34±22:38:30 UT. Note the enhanced
¯uxes occurring in the second window group between 2
and 5 eV at times 22:34:20, 22:36:30, and 22:38:25 UT.
These ¯uxes were indeed detected nearly along (downward) the local magnetic ®eld direction (bottom panel).
These ions seem clearly separated from the V-shaped
injected ions at higher energies (top panel), and are
therefore probably not magnetosheath ions. If they are
of ionospheric origin, they have energies too high to be
gravitationally bounded. Their downward motion might
be the trace of small amplitude, downward pointing DC
electric ®elds above the satellite altitude,
5 Conclusion
Since its ®rst switching-on and commissioning phase at
the end of September 1996, the Hyperboloid experiment
has been working nominally. In more than one year of
operation, full ion distribution functions in the 0±80-eV
range, and with mass separation, have been obtained at
altitudes between 10 000 and 20 000 km in the outer
plasmasphere, auroral zone, and polar-cap regions, with
full MLT coverage. More recently, the experiment has
been operated during the short (<14 min) perigee
passes below the radiation belts, between 700 and
2 000 km altitudes, again at auroral and polar latitudes.
A great variety of phenomena has been observed.
Hyperboloid detailed distribution function measurements oer new perspectives for understanding process-

es, such as polar wind or the cleft ion fountain, which
were already identi®ed during previous mission (DE,
Akebono, Viking). New observations, e.g., H+ and O+
conics at energies  a few tens of eVs observed
simultaneously at altitudes 3 Earth's radii, or thermal
ion signatures of the polar edge of the discrete auroral
oval, deserve further experimental investigation and are
expected to give rise to new theoretical developments.
Data acquired in the following lifespan of the
experiment will improve the statistical basis of future
studies. Whenever possible, use will be made of magnetic conjugations with other satellites and groundbased radars. Finally, particular attention will be paid to
modeling the interaction of the satellite and of the
experiment with their plasma environment, in order to
improve the physical signi®cance of the data.
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